
Level 3: Introduction of Real-Life Distractions 
 
Purpose: To begin utilizing boundaries in real life. In class, a good place to practice is 
at the facility door or some other visual boundary. The instructions below provide 
steps for practicing at a doorway.


Progress in small enough increments that the dog is not tempted to ignore the 
boundary (e.g., bolt out the door, jump from the car the instant the door opens). For 
safety, a leash can be used until the dog is reliably responding to the “wait” cue. Keep 
the leash loose—it is just for safety, not to hold the dog back.


Steps: 

1. Stand next to the dog on the inside of the doorway, with the door closed Cue 
“wait,” and open the door a crack (one or two inches). When the dog hesitates and/
or looks at you, release with your word/cue (free, let’s go, etc.) and cross the 
boundary with the dog. Reinforce with a treat or outdoor play or a walk.


2. Continue practicing, opening the door an inch or two more, until the dog will 
respond to the “wait” cue when the door is wide open. Release with release word/cue 
(free, let’s go, etc.) and reinforce.


Click Points: 

• None: release word or cue replaces the click.


Good for building these other behaviors: 
Manners at doorways and areas that are off limits, stay, focus on handler, wait with 
anticipation (useful in dog sports and working dog skills).


WAIT



At home fun: 
Invite some friends over and tell them ahead of time you are practicing your dog’s 
door boundary. When the doorbell rings, go to the door, cue the dog to “wait,” and 
open the door a crack. If the dog hesitates, release with your word/cue and invite your 
friends inside. If the dog is unable to resist rushing to greet the visitors, simply shut 
the door and try again. Use “sit” cue while the door is opening. Click and reinforce 
with a chance to greet the visitors.

WAIT


